
Grid-Tie Solar Systems
Produce, Use & Sell!

Solar Off-Grid Power Plants

1) Photovoltaic solar panels mounted on your roof top, use the sun’s   
 solar radiation to generate DC (Direct Current) electricity.
2) The electricity travels to a grid tie inverter, usually located near to the 
Main DB, which converts the DC electricity into 230 volts AC 
(Alternating Current) as used in your home.
3) The energy generated can be used within the home or business first 
and any excess electricity is fed into the State grid. If there is little or no 
solar energy available because of bad weather or at night, energy is 
sourced from the state grid.
A Bi-directional (Import/Export) net meter is installed in place of your 
existing meter, to measure the energy you feed in and take from the 
state grid.

Working principle

SEnSOL Technologies brings Renewable Energy Solutions to the society at an affordable 
cost without compromising quality. SEnSOL offers complete design and installation 
packages for both Off-grid and Grid-tie solar PV  systems. Having technology partnership 
with reputed brands across the world, SEnSOL provides the cutting edge technology at the 
most economic manner. Products offered by SEnSOL meet the most stringent 
international standards of quality, safety and reliability. We also make sure that the 
products we choose to offer are extremely durable and have a long life-cycle with prompt 
after-sale support.
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Note: This is not an electrical wiring diagram. This is only a block diagram to illustrate different components & working principle

Lower monthly bills, 
smaller carbon footprint, 

and decades of free, clean 
electricity... 

Going GRID-TIE Solar 
system is an 

INVESTMENT..
Never an EXPENSE
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 possibility to earn, sell, and generate revenue from Solar 

 Faster ROI

 Virtually no maintenance expense

 Simple, easy to install

 No extra wiring expenses

SEnSOL offers Grid-Tie Solar systems right from 2 KW and above. We 
helps our clients to finalise the system capacity based on consumption, 
space availability and budget. We also support formalities with state 
authorities / Government departments for mandatory permissions and 
inspections. 

Block diagram of a 
Typical 5KW Grid-Tie System

Grid-tied or grid connected solar is a solar electricity system without 
batteries. Your home is hooked up to both the state grid and your  solar 
electricity system. You can install a solar electricity system of any size and 
you will only ever be billed if your power consumption is in excess of the 
amount you are generating.

The electricity grid acts as a 100% efficient and maintenance free battery 
while also providing unlimited ‘on demand’ energy. This is what makes 
grid connected solar electricity so attractive. It has all the benefits of 
being attached to the electricity grid but with a portion of your electricity 
bill never increasing in price.

SEnSOL  offer grid connected power systems to suit both residential and 
commercial applications. We can design and size a system to suit your 
requirements, based on your energy consumption, budget & space. Grid 
connected power systems reduce or eliminate your energy costs, reduce 
your carbon footprint and add value to your home. 
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